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1 Introduction
The continuing development of techniques for calculating scattering amplitudes is of vital
importance for making precision predictions at collider experiments. The experimental
data now being collected at Run II of the LHC will allow the study of many observables
with percent-level uncertainties. This level of precision represents a serious challenge for
current perturbative techniques where a minimum of next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO)
precision is desirable. This is particularly true for higher multiplicity nal states where the
current bottleneck lies in the unknown two-loop matrix elements.
Traditional Feynman diagram techniques have been sucient for the majority of 2 ! 2
matrix elements, yet combining both real and virtual corrections into fully dierential
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NNLO predictions is by no means a simple task. In the last few years considerable ef-
forts have been made to develop infrared subtraction methods which have resulted in the
majority of 2 ! 2 processes becoming available at NNLO accuracy in QCD. We refer the
reader to the recent Les Houches working group report and references therein for a review
of known predictions [1].
High multiplicity predictions are still restricted to NLO accuracy where algebraic algo-
rithms have been developed to overcome the increased complexity of the kinematic algebra.
Integrand reduction [2], unitarity [3, 4] and generalised unitarity [5, 6] together with both
on-shell and o-shell recursive techniques have been important steps in the construction of
automated one-loop amplitude programs. These techniques have been the starting point
for attempts to obtain a fully algebraic approach to two-loop amplitude computations in
non-supersymmetric gauge theories [7{30].
With a considerable jump in complexity from one to two loops, combined with the
diculty of going beyond 2! 2 kinematics, it is not clear whether useable expressions (as
far as phase space integration is concerned) would be obtained from using these algorithms
as they exist currently. Two main issues can be identied: there are a larger number
of master integrals in comparison to those dened by integration-by-parts reduction and
there are a large number of coecients containing unphysical singularities. These issues
can result in extremely large analytic expressions and slow numerical evaluation.
Expressing amplitudes in a form manifestly free of these spurious singularities can lead
to remarkably ecient evaluations. This is both because numerical stability is improved
but also because analytic formulae are highly constrained and compact representations can
be obtained. The form of the one-loop ve-gluon amplitude obtained by Bern, Dixon and
Kosower is an excellent example of what can be achieved when physical properties and sym-
metries are manifest [31]. The basis of integral functions obtained through the multi-loop
integrand reduction procedure are not unique and often hide the properties of locality and
universal infrared behaviour. If one could select a basis of master integrals with these prop-
erties manifest then the reward could be considerably more compact amplitude expressions.
Progress in calculating amplitudes for supersymmetric Yang-Mills (SYM) theories,
most notably maximally supersymmetric N = 4, has gone in a dierent direction. Inspired
by Witten's twistor-string theory [32], more exotic techniques have been developed that go
beyond conventional unitarity-based approaches. An especially exciting development has
been the all-loop integrand for scattering amplitudes in the planar sector of N = 4 [33, 34].
This generalises the BCFW recursion relations for tree amplitudes [35, 36] to loop level,
building amplitudes out of chiral integrals with unit leading singularities. Amongst many
other important properties, the presentation is local and makes use of infrared (IR) nite
integrals. This technique has been applied to a variety of explicit cases, most recently to
all multiplicity two-loop amplitudes in planar N = 4 [37]. One naturally questions whether
such an approach could be applied in pure Yang-Mills theory where it is conventional to
work in D 6= 4.
In this article we investigate the possibility of obtaining compact two-loop QCD ampli-
tudes free of spurious singularities using integrand reduction and generalised unitarity cuts
in D-dimensions. Rather than constructing D-dimensional local integrands from rst prin-
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ciples, we focus on their uses in the all-plus sector of Yang-Mills theory. Since the all-plus
Yang-Mills amplitudes are closely related to those in N = 4 SYM, it is a useful starting
point that will allow us to directly recycle the supersymmetric expressions. The result
will be a partially-determined basis of master integrals onto which we can t cut solutions.
Specically, we will consider the planar ve- and six-gluon all-plus amplitudes at two loops,
integrated expressions for which have now been written down by Gehrmann, Henn and Lo
Presti [38] and Dunbar and Perkins [39{41]. The resulting amplitude expressions are free
of unphysical poles before integration and have a remarkably simple infrared structure.
The rest of our paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we introduce D-dimensional
local integrands by considering a box integral, then use the structure to rewrite the planar
ve- and six-point one-loop all-plus amplitudes. In section 3 we develop the D-dimensional
unitarity techniques that we will use to t cut solutions. section 4 contains our main
results: the planar ve- and six-point two-loop all-plus amplitudes in local-integrand form.
We study the infrared divergences of these in section 5 and then present the integrated
six-point rational terms in section 6. Finally, in section 7 we draw our conclusions and
discuss future directions.
1.1 Notation
Throughout this paper we will work in dimensional regularisation with dierent dimensions
in play simultaneously:
D The number of dimensions in dimensional regularisation, D = 4  2.
Ds The spin dimension of internal gluons.
D The number of dimensions in which we embed D-dimensional momenta, D = 6.
One can obtain results in the 't Hooft Veltman (tHV) scheme by setting Ds = 4  2 and
the the four dimensional helicity scheme by setting Ds = 4 [42].
We will adopt conventional notation for spinor and Lorentz products. Four-dimensional
external momenta will be denoted pi and we will use the usual shorthands
pijk = pi + pj +   + pk; sijk = p2ijk: (1.1)
Spinor products will be constructed from holomorphic (a) and anti-holomorphic (~ _a)
two-component Weyl spinors, such that hiji = i;aaj and [ij] = ~ _ai ~j; _a We will also nd it
convenient to write local integrands in terms of traces over -matrices,
tr(ij    k) = 1
2
tr((1 5)=pi=pj    =pk); tr5(ij    k) = tr(5=pi=pj    =pk); (1.2)
where tr5(ijkl) = 4ip

i p

j p

kp

l and, for instance, tr+(ijkl) = [ij]hjki[kl]hlii.
D-dimensional loop momenta `i will sometimes be separated into their four-
dimensional and ( 2)-dimensional parts `i = `i + `[ 2]i . Rotational invariance in the
extra dimensions forces `
[ 2]
i to appear in the combinations ij =  `[ 2]i  `[ 2]j . For one-
loop integrals we will write 2 =  (`[ 2])2. These loop momenta will often be included in
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Dirac traces, necessitating the use of a D-dimensional Cliord algebra. Formally our ap-
proach will follow that used by 't Hooft and Veltman [43, 44] and elaborated in in ref. [45]
but in practice we will overcome such ambiguities by decomposing into four-dimensional
traces
tr(i1    ik`x`yik+1    in) = tr(i1    ik `x `yik+1    in)  xytr(i1    in): (1.3)
This decomposition will allow us to evaluate the D-dimensional traces using
tr(i1    ik`x`yik+1    in) = tr(i1    in)
sik;ik+1
tr(ik`x`yik+1); (1.4)
where k should in this case be odd.
Finally, our integral conventions will be as follows. For a given diagram topology T
dened by a set of m massless propagators fQg the one-loop integration operator will be
IDT
P(pi; `; 2)  i( 1)m+1(4)D=24 DR Z dD`(2)D P(pi; `; 2)QQ(pi; `) ; (1.5a)
and the two-loop integration operator will be
IDT [P(pi; `i; ij)]   (4)D2(4 D)R
Z
dD`1d
D`2
(2)2D
P(pi; `i; ij)Q
Q(pi; `1; `2)
; (1.5b)
where 2R is the regularisation scale and throughout the rest of the article we will set
2R = 1. In general we will identify topologies T by explicitly drawing them.
1
2 One-loop local integrands
2.1 The box integral in D = 4  2
To motivate our discussion of local integrands we begin by considering the scalar box
integral
ID

ℓ
3
4
2
1

=
r 
st

2
2
 
( s)  + ( t)   ln2 s
t

  2

+O(); (2.1)
where s = s12 and t = s23 are Mandelstam invariants and we have introduced the standard
loop prefactor r  =  (1 + ) 
2(1   )= (1   2). The  pole structure is entirely due to
IR divergences from soft regions, such as when `! 0 or `  p1 ! 0, and collinear regions,
such as when ` approaches collinearity with p1. The possibility of simultaneous soft and
collinear divergences gives leading poles at O( 2).
The box integral can be rendered nite by introducing a local numerator2
ID

ℓ
3
4
2
1

 ID

ℓ
3
4
2
1

[tr+(1(`  p1)(`  p12)3)] : (2.2)
1Notice that the conventions dier between one- and two-loop integrals.
2The \wavy line" notation was rst introduced by Arkani-Hamed et al. to denote local integrands in
maximally supersymmetric N = 4 [33, 34]. This connection will be explored in the next section.
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This numerator vanishes in all of the soft and collinear regions. To see explicitly that the
new integral is nite we evaluate the Dirac trace
tr+(1(`  p1)(`  p12)3) = 1
2
tr(1(`  p1)(`  p12)3) + 1
2
tr5(1(`  p1)(`  p12)3)
=
st
2
  t
2
`2   s
2
(`  p1)2   t
2
(`  p12)2   s
2
(`+ p4)
2   1
2
tr5(123`): (2.3)
The spurious tr5 term integrates to zero. When the propagators are cancelled against their
counterparts in the denominator the new box integral becomes a linear combination of
scalar box and triangle integrals3
ID

ℓ
3
4
2
1

=
st
2
ID

ℓ
3
4
2
1

+
s
2
ID

2
1

+
t
2
ID

3
2

+
s
2
ID

4
3

+
t
2
ID

1
4

=  r 
2

ln2
s
t

+ 2

+O(): (2.4)
Here we have used the scalar triangle integral
ID

2
1

=
r 
2
( s) 1 : (2.5)
The regulated box integral can also be evaluated using a dimension shift [46, 47]
ID

ℓ
3
4
2
1

= ( 1 + 2)uID+2

ℓ
3
4
2
1

; (2.6)
where u = s13. IR niteness follows trivially as the box integral is nite in six dimensions.
2.2 One-loop all-plus amplitudes
To continue our motivation of local integrands we now rewrite the ve- and six-gluon one-
loop all-plus amplitudes in D = 4   2 [48, 49] into such a representation. We consider
only the leading-colour component
A(1)(1+; 2+;    ; n+)
= gnNc
X
2S5
tr(T a(1)T a(2)   T a(n))A(1)((1+); (2+);    ; (n+)) +O(N0c ); (2.7)
where T a are the generators of SU(Nc) and g is the strong coupling constant.
Our starting point is the local all-loop integrand for scattering amplitudes in the planar
MHV sector of N = 4 SYM [33, 34]. These supersymmetric expressions are by now quite
familiar and, amongst many other interesting properties, they are known to exhibit simple
IR behaviour. To use them in the context of all-plus Yang-Mills theory we recall that the
corresponding one-loop amplitudes are related by a dimension shift [50]. Before integration
this is equivalent to replacing the supersymmetric delta function 8(Q) with (Ds  2)4 in
the all-plus integrand.
3Extra minus signs originate from the one-loop integral convention given in eq. (1.5a).
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The momentum-twistor formalism used to write the N = 4 expressions seemingly ties
them to four dimensions so we begin by translating to a manifestly D-dimensional language.
Full details of the procedure up to two loops are given in appendix A; for now we merely
notice that, at one loop, pentagon integrals always operate on twistor brackets involving
loop momenta. These twistor brackets are, up to a helicity-dependent scaling, equivalent
to Dirac traces with a positive projector:
ℓx
ℓy
j
i
 hABj(i  1; i; i+ 1) \ (j   1; j; j + 1)i  tr+(i`x`yj): (2.8)
The only other four-dimensional one-loop integrals are scalar box integrals.
With this correspondence in mind we dene D-dimensional regulated pentagon inte-
grals as
ID

ℓx
ℓy
j
i P(pi; `; 2)  ID ℓx
ℓy
j
i 
tr+(i`x`yj)P(pi; `; 2)

; (2.9)
which is the same denition as we made for the regulated box in eq. (2.2). This \wavy
line" notation is not quite the same as that used by Arkani-Hamed et al. but it has the
same property of controlling IR divergences.
The one-loop all-plus amplitudes can now be re-expressed as
A(1)(1+; 2+; 3+; 4+; 5+) =   i(Ds   2)h12ih23ih34ih45ih51i(4)2  (2.10a)

 
tr+(1345)
s13
ID

4
5
3
2
1 
[4] + s23s34I
D

4 3
2

[4] + s12s15I
D

5
2
1

[4]
!
;
A(1)(1+; 2+; 3+; 4+; 5+; 6+) =   i(Ds   2)h12ih23ih34ih45ih56ih61i(4)2 

 
tr+(123456)I
D

5
6
3
2
1
4

[6] +
tr+(1456)
s14
ID

5
6
4
1 
[4] (2.10b)
+
tr+(13(4+5)6)
s13
ID

6
3
2
1 
[4] +
tr+(245(6+1))
s24
ID

5
4
3
2 
[4]
+ s12s61I
D

6
2
1

[4] + s23s345I
D

3
2

[4] + s34s45I
D

5 4
3

[4]
!
:
The hexagon integral, being a manifestly D-dimensional contribution, is not present in
the four-dimensional N = 4 local integrand presentation. We obtained its value from the
D-dimensional presentation of the (parity-even) part of the same N = 4 amplitude given in
ref. [51]. We have checked that the above expressions agree with those previously obtained
by Bern et al. [50] after integration up to terms of O(). The main dierence here is that,
where the previous representation made use of 6 pentagons, we instead use Dirac traces |
this keeps power counting of loop momentum within the expectations of pure Yang-Mills
theory. The relevant one-loop integrals in the ! 0 limit are
ID
 
[6]! 0; ID

j
i 
[4]! sij
6
; ID
 
[4]!  1
6
: (2.11)
Spurious poles in sij associated with pentagons all cancel.
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One can also infer this cancellation of spurious poles, and therefore the locality of the
amplitudes, to all orders in  by considering the unintegrated expressions. For instance, in
the pentagon integral from eq. (2.10a) the identity (1.4) gives
tr+(1(`  p1)(`  p12)345) = tr+(1345)
s13
tr+(1(`  p1)(`  p12)3): (2.12)
Similar relationships are applicable to the six-point pentagon integrals. Therefore the inte-
grands are all local despite there being unphysical kinematic variables in the denominators.
3 D-dimensional unitarity at two loops
The two-loop results presented in this paper are obtained using D-dimensional integrand
reduction and generalised unitarity cuts. A generic contribution to a loop amplitude can
be expressed, by means of integrand reduction methods, as a sum of irreducible integrands
P(pi; `i; i)Q
Q(pi; `i)
=
X
T
T (pi; `i)Q
2T Q(pi; `i)
; (3.1)
where the sum T runs over all the subtopologies of the parent topology. The irreducible
numerators T (pi; `i) can be cast as linear combinations of loop-momentum-dependent
basis elements mT;j
T (pi; `i) =
X
j
cT;j(pj)mT;j(pi; `j); (3.2)
where values of the unknown coecients cT;j can be found by evaluating the integrand on
values of the loop momenta satisfying the multiple-cut conditions fQ = 0;  2 Tg. More
explicitly,
T (pi; `i) =
 
P(pi; `i; i)Q
 62T Q(pi; `i)
 
X
T 0T
T 0(pi; `i)Q
2T 0nT Q(pi; `i)
!
; if Q = 0;  2 T : (3.3)
When the propagators are taken on shell, the cut integrand P factorises into a product
of tree-level amplitudes. These tree-level amplitudes must be evaluated in D > 4 in order
to extract the ij terms. At two loops the minimum embedding dimension is six and we
make use of the six-dimensional spinor-helicity formalism [52{54]. The D = 6 dimensional
cuts can be dimensionally reduced to the tHV or four-dimensional helicity (FDH) schemes
by considering additional scalar loops [42]. At two loops we include Ds  D contributions
with a single scalar loop and (Ds  D)2 contributions with two scalar loops,
T = 
(g;D)
T + (Ds  D) (s;D)T + (Ds  D)2 (s
2;D)
T : (3.4)
The full reduction procedure starts from the top-level topology and recursively proceeds to
lower topologies. At each step, the previously computed irreducible numerators are used
to remove poles appearing in the cut numerator.
The external kinematics can be conveniently parameterised in terms of momentum-
twistor variables [55]. In our implementation the six-dimensional spinors are evaluated
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directly in terms of the explicit parameterisation given in ref. [56]. In the case of the six-
gluon tree-level amplitudes appearing in this work, we obtained the results through BCFW
recursion relations.4 This approach is particularly convenient since it can be applied both
numerically or analytically. We have made use of the ability to evaluate using rational
numerics to reconstruct the full analytic form of the cuts in cases where factorisation of
intermediate polynomials became computationally expensive.
The choice for the terms mT;j(pi; `j) appearing in eq. (3.2) is not unique and the
only requirement they must satisfy is to be independent of each other modulo the cut
propagators Q. In the standard approach a basis of such elements is obtained via multi-
variate polynomial division. While this method is relatively straightforward to implement,
the resulting representation for each irreducible numerator will have unphysical poles and
infrared factorisation properties.
In this paper we use the local integrand structures introduced in the previous section to
construct a set of basis elements mT;j(pi; `j) which make some properties of the amplitudes
manifest. In addition to ensuring o-shell symmetries we follow a set of guidelines:
 the infrared pole structure of the amplitude should follow from its integrand repre-
sentation,
 the integrand should not contain spurious singularities with respect to the external
invariants,
 an n-point integrand should match the (n   1)-point result when taking soft limits
of the external particles.
We will show how the infrared poles can be extracted from the integrand in section 5.1.
As we shall see, this leads to an integrand form for the all-plus amplitudes presented here
with a signicantly lower number of non-vanishing terms compared to the one obtained
with a more traditional polynomial-division-based approach.
4 Two-loop local integrands
In this section we present the leading-colour parts of the two-loop all-plus ve- and six-gluon
scattering amplitudes:
A(2)(1+; 2+;    ; n+)
= gn+2N2c
X
2S5
tr(T a(1)T a(2)   T a(n))A(2)((1+); (2+);    ; (n+)) +O(Nc); (4.1)
where once again T a are the generators of SU(Nc) and g is the strong coupling constant.
The ve-gluon amplitude was already written down in ref. [16]; here we show how a local
integrand presentation allows us to write this result more compactly and eliminate unphys-
ical poles before integration. The master integrals for planar 2 ! 3 scattering are also now
available in analytic form [38, 57].
4We are grateful to Christian Brnnum-Hansen for providing his Mathematica code for the evaluation
of 6D amplitudes via BCFW recursion.
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The two amplitudes are given as sums of integrals of irreducible numerators T :
A(2)(1+; 2+;    ; n+) =   ih12ih23i    hn1i(4)4 2
X
T
IDT [T ] ; (4.2)
where the two-loop integration operator IDT was dened in eq. (1.5b). The sum on T
runs over a complete set of two-loop topologies, many being duplicates of the same dia-
grams summed over dierent cyclic orderings. All genuine two-loop topologies carry the
D-dimensional prefactor
F1(`
[ 2]
1 ; `
[ 2]
2 )
= (Ds   2)(1122 + (11 + 22)2 + 212(11 + 22)) + 16(212   1122); (4.3)
while one-loop-squared graphs are split into terms proportional to Ds   2 and (Ds   2)2,
F2(`
[ 2]
1 ; `
[ 2]
2 ) = 4(Ds   2)12(11 + 22); (4.4a)
F3(`
[ 2]
1 ; `
[ 2]
2 ) = (Ds   2)21122: (4.4b)
In all cases the spurious F2 terms integrate to zero.
4.1 The ve-gluon integrand
The ve-point numerators are

 ℓ1ℓ2
4
5
3
2
1

= s45 tr+(1(`1   p1)(`1   p12)345)F1; (4.5a)


ℓ1ℓ2
4
5
2
1
3

=  s12s45s15F1; (4.5b)


4
5
3
2
1
ℓ2 ℓ1

= tr+(1(`1   p1)(`1   p12)345)

F2 + F3
s45 + (`1 + `2)
2
s45

; (4.5c)


4
5
2
1
3
ℓ2 ℓ1

= tr+(1245)(F2 + F3) +
F3
s12s45

tr+(123`1`2345)
+ (s12s45s15 + (s12 + s45) tr+(1245))(`1 + `2)
2

; (4.5d)
of which the rst two are genuine two-loop topologies. Two numerators from the original
representation of ref. [16] are now zero: these are the one-mass double box and one-mass
double triangle. Their contributions have been absorbed into other topologies.
In this new presentation, both genuine two-loop topologies match their counterparts
from the N = 4 all-loop integrand. The procedure for translating these supersymmetric
expressions to the D-dimensional language used above is the same as that outlined in
section 2.2 and elaborated in appendix A; we see that the supersymmetric delta function
8(Q) is now replaced with the D-dimensional prefactor F1.
5 However, we also notice
5The matching of numerators in N = 4 SYM to all-plus Yang Mills has been conjectured at one loop in
ref. [50] and at two loops in ref. [16]. In this paper we have used this property to construct ansatze which
are then explicitly checked on the multiple cuts.
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that, even when there are no supersymmetric counterparts to the diagrams, the same
local integrands involving Dirac tr+ objects continue to be a useful means of expressing
loop-momentum dependence.
When forming integrated expressions the rearrangement of Dirac tr+ objects demon-
strated in eq. (1.4) allows the use regulated pentabox and box-triangle integrals:
ID
 ℓ1ℓ2
4
5
3
2
1
"

 ℓ1ℓ2
4
5
3
2
1
#
=
s45 tr+(1345)
s13
ID
 ℓ1ℓ2
4
5
3
2
1

[F1]; (4.6a)
ID

4
5
3
2
1
ℓ2 ℓ1
"


4
5
3
2
1
ℓ2 ℓ1
#
=
tr+(1345)
s13
ID

4
5
3
2
1
ℓ2 ℓ1

[F3]
+
tr+(1345)
s13s45
ID

4
5
3
2
1
ℓ2 ℓ1

[F3(`1 + `2)
2]: (4.6b)
The two-loop \wavy line" notation used here follows precisely the same one-loop conven-
tions introduced in eqs. (2.2) and (2.9).
As a nal remark on this local representation we notice that the soft limits of the
irreducible numerators match directly onto the four-point numerators. For example,


4
5
3
2
1
ℓ2 ℓ1

p2!0   ! 

4
5
3
1ℓ2 ℓ1

; (4.7a)


4
5
2
1
3
ℓ2 ℓ1

p3!0   ! 

4
5
2
1ℓ2 ℓ1

; (4.7b)
which can be checked by explicit evaluation.
4.2 The six-gluon integrand
With six gluons scattering there are twelve nonzero topologies. The six genuine two-loop
topologies are


ℓ1ℓ2
4
5
6
3
2
1

= s123 tr+(1(`1   p1)(`1   p12)34(`2   p56)(`2   p6)6)F1; (4.8a)


ℓ2
5
6
3
2
1
4
ℓ1

=  s56 tr+(123456)11F1; (4.8b)

 ℓ1ℓ2
5
6
4
3
2
1 
= s56 tr+(1(`1   p1)(`1   p123)456)F1; (4.8c)


ℓ1ℓ2
5
6
3
2
1
4

= s56 tr+(1(`1   p1)(`1   p12)3(4+5)6)F1; (4.8d)


ℓ1ℓ2
5
6
2
1
4 3

=  s12s56s61F1; (4.8e)


ℓ1ℓ2
4
5
2
1
3
6 
=  s12s45s234F1: (4.8f)
With the exception of the hexagon box (4.8b) these agree with their supersymmetric coun-
terparts. The hexagon box is a manifestly D-dimensional contribution; to obtain its value
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we again referred to the D-dimensional presentation of the (parity-even) part of the su-
persymmetric amplitude given in ref. [51]. The six-leg pentabox (4.8d) has a counterpart
related by symmetry through the horizontal axis, an expression for which can determined
by relabelling the one given above.
The one-loop-squared numerators are


5 2
4 3
6 1ℓ2ℓ1

= tr+(1(`1   p1)(`1   p12)34(`2   p56)(`2   p6)6)


F2 + F3
s123 + (`1 + `2)
2
s123

; (4.9a)


5
6
3
2
1
4
ℓ1ℓ2

=   tr+(123456)11

F2 + F3
s56 + (`1 + `2)
2
s56

; (4.9b)


5
6
3
2
4
1ℓ2
ℓ1

= tr+(1(`1   p1)(`1   p123)456)

F2 + F3
s56 + (`1 + `2)
2
s56

: (4.9c)


5
6
4
3
2
1ℓ2 ℓ1

=
tr+(1(`1   p1)(`1   p12)3)
s13

tr+(1356)(F2 + F3) +
F3
s123s56



tr+(134`1`2456)+
 
s123 tr+(1356) s56 tr+(1346)

(`1+`2)
2

; (4.9d)


5
6
2
1
4 3
ℓ2 ℓ1

= tr+(1256)(F2 + F3) +
F3
s12s123s56

  s12 tr+(134`1`2456)
  s56 tr+(123`1`2346) + s123 tr+(12(3+4)`1`2(3+4)56)
+

s34 + s123
tr+(2345)
s23s45

tr+(123`1`2456) + s3412 tr+(123456)
+

s12s56 tr+(1346)  s123s34 tr+(1256)
+ s123(s12s56s16 + (s12 + s56) tr+(1256))

(`1 + `2)
2

; (4.9e)


4
5
2
1
3
6
ℓ2 ℓ1

= tr+(1245)(F2 + F3) +
F3
s12s45s123s345

f0(123456; `1   p1; `2   p5)
+ f1(123456; `1   p1)  f1(216543; `1   p1)
  f1(456123; `2   p5) + f1(543216; `2   p5)
+ f2(123456; `1   p1; `2   p5) + f2(456123; `2   p5; `1   p1)
+ f3(123456; `1   p1; `2   p5) s123 + f3(456123; `1   p1; `2   p5) s345
+ (`1   p1)2 f4(123456) + (`2   p5)2 f4(456123)

: (4.9f)
The s13 pole in the six-leg box triangle (4.9d) can be removed using trace identities - we
write the expression this way for compactness. The graph has a counterpart related by
symmetry through the horizontal axis. The expression for the six-leg double triangle (4.9f)
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is somewhat less compact: the functions fi can be expressed as
f0(123456; `1; `2) =   s123s345 tr+(1245)2 + 2(`1  `2)

s12s123s345 tr+(1245)
+ s45s123s345 tr+(1245) + s12s45s345 tr+(1346)
  s345 tr+(1236) tr+(4563)  s123 tr+(1236) tr+(4563)
+ s12s45s123 tr+(5326) + s12s45s123s234s345

  12(s123 + s345) tr+(1236) tr+(4563); (4.10)
f1(123456; `) =   s123(s12s45s56 tr+(` 234) + s12s34 tr+(` 23654)
+ s12s345 tr+(` 24654) + s345 tr+(` 2451245)); (4.11)
f2(123456; `1; `2) = s123s345 tr+(123 `1 `2 345)  s45s345 tr+(123 `1 `2 346)
  s12s123 tr+(623 `1 `2 345); (4.12)
f3(123456; `1; `2) = tr+(123 `1 `2 65436); (4.13)
f4(123456) = s123(s45s345 tr+(1245)  s12s45 tr+(2653) + s12s345 tr+(4563)
+ s12s45 tr+(5326)): (4.14)
This integrand obeys the soft limits on p3 and p6:


4
5
2
1
3
6
ℓ2 ℓ1

p3!0   ! 

4
5
2
1
6
ℓ2 ℓ1

; (4.15a)


4
5
2
1
3
6
ℓ2 ℓ1

p6!0   ! 

4
5
2
1
3
ℓ2 ℓ1

; (4.15b)
which can be checked using spinor algebra.
5 Infrared pole structure
Since all-plus amplitudes are zero at tree level, the universal IR structure should be that
of a one-loop amplitude [58]
A(2)(1+; 2+;    ; n+)
=  
nX
i=1
c 
2

1
 si;i+1

A(1)(1+; 2+;    ; n+) + F (2)(1+; 2+;    ; n+); (5.1)
where F (2) is nite in the limit ! 0 and we have reintroduced the standard loop prefactor
c  =
r 
(4)2 
=
 (1 + ) 2(1  )
(4)2  (1  2) : (5.2)
Reproducing this behaviour requires us to nd the IR divergences up to O( 1) in all of our
two-loop integrals. This we do by following the same approach as in ref. [59]. The two-loop
integrals are broken into sums of regions with soft singularities and evaluated in their respec-
tive limits. The new feature of using local integrands is that the same approach now cor-
rectly predicts the 1= poles in all cases as well as the leading 1=2. It becomes unnecessary
to evaluate the resulting one-loop integrals so eq. (5.1) can be veried at the integrand level.
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5.1 Soft limits of two-loop integrals
All IR divergent integrals in our two-loop amplitudes come from topologies containing
F1 = (Ds   2)(1122 + (11 + 22)2 + 212(11 + 22)) + 16(212   1122): (5.3)
As the external momenta pi live in four dimensions, going into any soft region requires
taking the ( 2)-dimensional part of one of the loop momenta `[ 2]i ! 0. In this limit
F1
`
[ 2]
1 !0     ! (Ds   2)222; F1
`
[ 2]
2 !0     ! (Ds   2)211: (5.4)
Collinear limits also require `
[ 2]
i ! 0. The F1 numerator therefore prevents any diver-
gences beyond O( 2) as only one of the loop momenta can enter a soft or collinear region at
a time without F1 vanishing. Further details can be found in ref. [59] where this technique
has been applied to the soft singularity of the non-planar ve-gluon all-plus amplitude.
Soft singularities always occur between adjacent massless legs in a loop integral. How-
ever, the introduction of local integrands renders many seemingly soft regions nite. Taking
the regulated pentabox integral as an example, we notice that the integral has only one
soft region: `2 ! p5. In this limit,
ID

ℓ1ℓ2
4
5
3
2
1

[F1]
`2!p5    ! (Ds   2)ID

4
5

ID

4
5
3
2
1 
[4]: (5.5)
The other two supposedly soft limits `1 ! p1 and `1 ! p12 are nite as the numerator
tr+(1(`1   p1)(`1   p12)3) vanishes in these regions - this is the same phenomenon as we
saw in the regulated box integral (2.2).
Having numerically evaluated the regulated pentabox integral using FIESTA's numer-
ical sector decomposition algorithm [60, 61], we nd that the decomposition (5.5) correctly
predicts the IR structure at O( 1) as well as the leading 1=2 pole. The decomposition
must therefore be accounting for collinear as well as soft singularities. This property does
not hold true for a scalar pentabox integral with its additional soft regions `1 ! p1 and
`1 ! p12 - in that case the same technique correctly predicts only the 1=2 pole.
The only other IR-divergent ve-point integral is the ve-leg double box. This integral
has two soft regions: `1 ! p1 and `2 ! p5. The same procedure reveals that
ID

ℓ1ℓ2
4
5
2
1
3

[F1] =  (Ds   2)


ID

4
5

ID

5
2
1

[4] + ID

4
5 1

[4]ID

2
1

+O(0): (5.6)
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At six points, the genuine two-loop integrals are
ID

ℓ1ℓ2
4
5
6
3
2
1

[F1] = O(0); (5.7a)
ID

ℓ2
5
6
3
2
1
4
ℓ1

[11F1] =  (Ds   2)ID

5
6

ID

5
6
3
2
1
4

[6] +O(0); (5.7b)
ID
 ℓ1ℓ2
5
6
4
3
2
1 
[F1] = (Ds   2)ID

5
6

ID

5
6
4
1 
[4] +O(0); (5.7c)
ID

ℓ1ℓ2
5
6
3
2
1
4

[F1] = (Ds   2)ID

5
6

ID

6
3
2
1 
[4] +O(0); (5.7d)
ID
 ℓ1ℓ2
5
6
2
1
4 3

[F1] =  (Ds   2)


ID

5
6

ID

6
2
1

[4] + ID

5
6 1

[4]ID

2
1

+O(0); (5.7e)
ID

ℓ1ℓ2
4
5
2
1
3
6 
[F1] =  (Ds   2)


ID

4
5

ID

2
1

[4] + ID

4
5

[4]ID

2
1

+O(0): (5.7f)
where we have checked all topologies with 8 or fewer propagators using the sector decom-
position algorithms implemented in FIESTA [60, 61] and SecDec3.0 [62]. In the \hexabox"
integral (5.7b) the extra 11 term regulates the `1 loop. In this sense it plays a role
analogous to the tr+ \wavy line" structures used in the pentagon integrals.
5.2 Integrand-level infrared structure
The IR divergences in the two-loop integrals given above all arise from unregulated box
subintegrals. Therefore, as the one-loop 4 integrals are all nite, the  poles all come from
triangle integrals. An explicit expression for the triangle integral was given in eq. (2.5):
its analytic structure is highly reminiscent of the IR operator given in eq. (5.1). This
observation motivates a simple approach to verifying the universal IR structure.
In the ve-point example we proceed as follows. First we we take the full two-loop
amplitude and substitute the IR divergences given in eqs. (5.5) and (5.6), summing over
cyclic permutations:
ih12ih23ih34ih45ih51i(4)4 2A(2)(1+; 2+; 3+; 4+; 5+)
=
X
2Z5
 
 
s45 tr+(1345)
s13
ID

ℓ1ℓ2
4
5
3
2
1

[F1]  s12s45s15ID

ℓ1ℓ2
4
5
2
1
3

[F1] +   
!
=  (Ds   2)r 
2
X
2Z5
 
 
( s45)  tr+(1345)
s13
ID

4
5
3
2
1 
[4] (5.8)
+ ( s12) s45s15ID

4
5 1

[4] + ( s45) s12s15ID

5
2
1

[4]
!
+O(0);
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where we have used the triangle integral (2.5). Next, we exploit the sum on cyclic permu-
tations to relabel the box integral with a massive p23 leg:
ih12ih23ih34ih45ih51i(4)4 2A(2)(1+; 2+; 3+; 4+; 5+)
=  (Ds   2)r 
2
X
2Z5
  ( s45) 
 
tr+(1345)
s13
ID

4
5
3
2
1 
[4] + s23s34I
D

4 3
2

[4]
+ s12s15I
D

5
2
1

[4]
!
+O(0); (5.9)
where we have extracted an overall factor of ( s45)  inside the sum. The term in brack-
ets we recognise from eq. (2.10a) as the planar ve-gluon, one-loop all-plus amplitude
(multiplied by some extra factors) - this is of course invariant under cyclic permutations.
Rearranging, we arrive at the desired result:
A(2)(1+; 2+; 3+; 4+; 5+) =  
5X
i=1
c 
2

1
 si;i+1

A(1)(1+; 2+; 3+; 4+; 5+) +O(0); (5.10)
which agrees with our expectation from eq. (5.1).
The six-gluon calculation is completely analogous. By applying the IR singularities
given in eqs. (5.7) to the integrated versions of the six-point numerators presented in
eqs. (4.8) one can reproduce the one-loop amplitude as presented in eq. (2.10b).
6 Rational terms
The integrated forms of the nite contributions to the leading-colour amplitudes are
F (2)(1+; 2+;    ; n+) = (Ds   2)P (2)n + (Ds   2)2R(2)n +O(); (6.1)
where F (2) was introduced in eq. (5.1). The rational terms R
(2)
n all come from the one-loop-
squared topologies while the polylogarithmic terms P
(2)
n come from the topologies shared
with N = 4. These have been identied in a recent computation [40].6
The rational terms can be found using the one-loop squared integrals listed in ap-
pendix B. Inserting these expressions into our D-dimensional integrands we nd that R
(2)
5
precisely matches the rational part of the full amplitude given in ref. [38]. At six points we
nd that R
(2)
6 can be written as
7
R
(2)
6 =  
1
144
i(Ds   2)2
h12ih23ih34ih45ih56ih61i(4)4 2
X
2Z6
 

fR(123456) + fR(654321)

; (6.2)
6We have not explicitly checked that the nite part our expressions match those obtained in ref. [40]
owing to the complexity of the multi-scale two-loop integrals appearing. The (N = 4)  F1 property has
been explicitly checked at ve points and we have no reason to expect dierent behaviour at six points.
7The integrands of eqs. (4.9a){(4.9f) should be combined together with the appropriate symmetry factors.
The complete expression is available in an ancillary le included in the arXiv submission.
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which makes its cyclic and reversal symmetry manifest. The function fR can written as a
sum of contributions corresponding to physical pole structures in the external invariants
fR(123456) =
2s23s34s45 tr+(1256)
s12s56s123
+
tr+(1236)
s12s123

  4s23s34 + 2 tr+(1345) + 6 tr+(2345)

+
1
s123

  12s34 tr+(1236)  s34 tr+(1256)
+ 3(s12 + s34 + s56) tr+(1346)  16s12s16s34

  tr+(1245)
2
s12s45
+
tr+(1256)
s12s56

  2 tr+(p14345)  2 tr+(1256)

+
1
s12

2(s16   s34 + s45) tr+(1234) + 2(s23   s34 + s45   s123) tr+(1235)
+ 2(s23 + s45   3s123) tr+(1245)

  1
4
s12(59s23   8s34   56s45) + 1
4
s123( 4s12   4s23 + 39s34   40s234)
+
9
4
tr+(1234) +
35
4
tr+(1235) +
15
4
tr+(1245): (6.3)
We have checked that this expression satises all universal collinear limits and agrees with
the computation of Dunbar and Perkins [41].
7 Conclusions
In this paper we have explored the use of D-dimensional local integrands as a means of ob-
taining compact analytic representations of multi-leg two-loop amplitudes. The integrands,
introduced in studies of planar N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills, were shown to be pow-
erful tools in the context of dimensionally regulated amplitudes. As the simplest two-loop
amplitudes in a non-supersymmetric theory we chose the all-plus helicity sector as a testing
ground and found D-dimensional local representations of the ve- and six-gluon amplitudes.
The representations benet from highlighting certain physical properties. The infrared
structure is manifest at the integrand level and the integral coecients are free of spurious
poles. This results in a reduction in the number of basis integrals, thereby constrain-
ing the overall analytic form of the amplitude. The rational terms result from one-loop
squared topologies and were obtained in a compact form - at six points this is in agreement
with the expressions obtained by Dunbar and Perkins using augmented BCFW recursion
relations [41].
Finding expressions for the one-loop squared topologies, which depend on a six-gluon
tree amplitude, proved the most complicated part of the computation. Though it was
possible to nd a number of dierent local representations, none were as compact as the
other topologies. The extremely simple form of the integrated expression suggests that the
integrand expression could yet be improved further. An important additional check on the
integrated expression came from the known collinear limits. It may be that collinear limits
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at the integrand level give additional information but would require the development of
additional technology.
General two-loop amplitudes are of course far more complicated than the all-plus
amplitudes considered here. Nevertheless, the techniques we have used should be applicable
to the general case as well. There remain many open questions however: for instance, one
would need to identify a complete basis of local integrands outside of the specic examples
considered.
Finally, we note that the present study was restricted to planar amplitudes. Since the
nonplanar sector can be connnected to the planar sector using colour-kinematics relations,
as was demonstrated at ve points in ref. [59], the results presented here may be of use in
identifying local representations of nonplanar amplitudes. It would be interesting to see
if all-plus amplitudes continue to connect with recent studies in N = 4 supersymmetric
Yang-Mills theory [63{66].
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A Connection to local integrands in N = 4
In this appendix we show how momentum-twistor-based expressions for planar N = 4 local
integrands up to two loops, given in ref. [33], may be converted to a form applicable in
D 6= 4. For instance,
5
6
4
1
=
Z
AB
h1456ihABj(612) \ (345)i
hAB12ihAB34ihAB45ihAB56ihAB61i ; (A.1a)
ℓ1ℓ2
4
5
6
3
2
1
=
Z
(AB;CD)
h1346ihABj(612) \ (234)ihCDj(345) \ (561)i
hAB61ihAB12ihAB23ihAB34ihCD34ihCD45ihCD56ihCD61ihABCDi :
(A.1b)
Momentum twistors are dened with respect to dual-space coordinates xi, themselves
introduced using pi = xi   xi 1. A dual-space point x is identied with a line of twistors,
Z = (; ), satisfying the incidence relation  _a = 
axa _a. These twistors form a projective
line in CP3. To identify a point x in dual space it therefore suces to specify two momentum
twistors, Zi and Zj :
xa _a =
i;aj; _a   j;ai; _a
hiji = xi;a _a +
i;a
b
j(pi+1;:::;j)b _a
hiji ; (A.2)
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where hiji  abai bj . The latter identity, using the massless Weyl equation ai pi;a _a = 0
implies that when j = i+ 1, x = xi.
As for the loop momenta, for n-point scattering at one loop we introduce y = ` + xn
associated with the line in (ZA; ZB). At two loops we introduce y1 = `1 + xn and y2 =
 `2 + xn associated with the lines (ZA; ZB) and (ZC ; ZD) respectively.8
The basic building block to evaluate is the twistor four-bracket,
hi; j; k; li  IJKLZIi ZJj ZKk ZLl = hijihkli(x  y)2; (A.3)
where x and y are associated with the lines (Zi; Zj) and (Zk; Zl) respectively. Using the
dual-space denition (A.2) it follows that
hijkli = hijihkli

pi+1;:::;k  
hijpi+1;:::;j jji
2hiji +
hkjpk+1;:::;ljli
2hkli
2
; (A.4a)
hABiji = hABihiji

`1   p1;:::;i  
hijpi+1;:::;j jji
2hiji
2
; (A.4b)
hCDiji = hCDihiji

`2 + p

1;:::;i +
hijpi+1;:::;j jji
2hiji
2
; (A.4c)
hABCDi = hABihCDi(`1 + `2)2: (A.4d)
where i < j < k < l (this can always be ensured using antisymmetry of the 4-bracket).
Some frequently-encountered examples are
hi; i+ 1; j; j + 1i = hi; i+ 1ihj; j + 1isi+1;:::;j ; (A.5a)
hA;B; i; i+ 1i = hABihi; i+ 1i(`1   p1;:::;i)2; (A.5b)
hC;D; i; i+ 1i = hCDihi; i+ 1i(`2 + p1;:::;i)2; (A.5c)
where the massless Weyl equation is again used to make these simplications.
When evaluating four-brackets involving intersections of planes in momentum-twistor
space one should use the twistor intersection formula,
hABj(abc) \ (def)i = hcdefihABabi+ hadefihABbci+ hbdefihABcai: (A.6)
From this we have established the general pattern that
ℓx
ℓy
j
i
 hABj(i  1; i; i+ 1) \ (j   1; j; j + 1)i
=  hABihi  1; iihi; i+ 1ihj   1; jihj; j + 1i [ij`x`yjj] ; (A.7)
which is manifestly local. Application of tr+(i`x`yj) = [ij`x`yjj] hjii gives agreement with
the integral denition we made in eq. (2.8). For instance, in the two examples given in
8For a complete introduction see ref. [34].
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eqs. (A.1),
hABj(612) \ (345)i = hABih61ih12ih34ih45ih14i tr+(1(`  p1)(`  p123)4); (A.8a)
hABj(612) \ (234)i = hABih61ih12ih23ih34ih13i tr+(1(`1   p1)(`1   p12)3); (A.8b)
hCDj(345) \ (561)i = hCDih34ih45ih56ih61ih46i tr+(4(`2   p56)(`2   p6)6): (A.8c)
When calculating complete integrands in D 6= 4 one should use the measure corre-
spondences Z
AB
1
hABi4 
Z
d4`;
Z
(AB;CD)
1
hABi4hCDi4 
Z
d4`1d
4`2; (A.9)
at one and two loops repectively. This accounts for all factors of hABi and hCDi. An overall
factor of the tree amplitude A(0);[N=4]MHV then contributes both a Parke-Taylor denominator
h12i    hn  1; nihn1i and the supersymmetric delta function 8(Q).
B Two-loop integrals
This appendix contains all the integrals required to compute the rational part of the ve-
and six-point all-plus amplitudes. These expressions are also available in an ancillary le
included with the arXiv submission.
B.1 Five-point integrals
I4 2

4
5
3
2
1
ℓ2 ℓ1

[1122] =
s13
4
+O(); (B.1a)
I4 2

4
5
3
2
1
ℓ2 ℓ1

[1122(`1 + `2)
2] =
tr (1345)  s13(6s45   2s13   s34   s15)
36
+O(); (B.1b)
I4 2

4
5
2
1
3
ℓ2 ℓ1

[1122] =
1
4
+O(); (B.1c)
I4 2

4
5
2
1
3
ℓ2 ℓ1

[1122tr+(123`1`2345)] =
tr+(123(2p1+p2)(p4+2p5)345)
36
+O(); (B.1d)
I4 2

4
5
2
1
3
ℓ2 ℓ1

[1122(`1 + `2)
2] =
(2p1+p2)  (p4+2p5)
18
+O(): (B.1e)
B.2 Six-point integrals
I4 2

5 2
4 3
6 1ℓ2ℓ1

[1122] =
s13s46
4
+O(); (B.2a)
I4 2

5 2
4 3
6 1ℓ2ℓ1

[1122(`1 + `2)
2] =   s13s46(s23 + s45)
12
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+
s13s46(2p1+p2+p3)  (p4+p5+2p6)
18
+
s46 tr+(12(p4+p5+2p6)3)
36
+
s13 tr+(4(2p1+p2+p3)56)
36
+
tr+(125643)
36
+O(); (B.2b)
I4 2

5
6
3
2
1
4
ℓ1ℓ2

[21122] = O(); (B.2c)
I4 2

5
6
3
2
1
4
ℓ1ℓ2

[21122(`1 + `2)
2] =   1
12
+O(); (B.2d)
I4 2

5
6
3
2
4
1ℓ2
ℓ1

[1122] =
s14
4
+O(); (B.2e)
I4 2

5
6
3
2
4
1ℓ2
ℓ1

[1122(`1 + `2)
2] =
tr (1456)  s14(5s23 + 6s56   2s14   s45   s16)
36
+O(); (B.2f)
I4 2

5
6
4
3
2
1ℓ2 ℓ1

[1122] =
s13
4
+O(); (B.2g)
I4 2

5
6
4
3
2
1ℓ2 ℓ1

[1122(`1 + `2)
2] =   s13s23
12
+
tr+(12(p5+2p6)3)
36
+
s13(2p1+p2+p3)  (p5+2p6)
18
+O(); (B.2h)
I4 2

5
6
4
3
2
1ℓ2 ℓ1

[1122`

1`

2 ] =
(2s13(2p1+p2+p3)
 + tr+(12
3))(p5+2p6)

72
+O(); (B.2i)
I4 2

5
6
2
1
4 3
ℓ2 ℓ1

[1122] =
1
4
+O(); (B.2j)
I4 2

5
6
2
1
4 3
ℓ2 ℓ1

[1122(`1 + `2)
2] =
(2p1+p2)  (p5+2p6)
18
+O(); (B.2k)
I4 2

5
6
2
1
4 3
ℓ2 ℓ1

[1122`

1`

2 ] =
(2p1+p2)
(p5+2p6)

36
+O(); (B.2l)
I4 2

4
5
2
1
3
6
ℓ2 ℓ1

[1122] =
1
4
+O(); (B.2m)
I4 2

4
5
2
1
3
6
ℓ2 ℓ1

[1122(`1 + `2   p1   p5)2] = (p1 p2)  (p5 p4)
18
  s12 + s45
12
+O(); (B.2n)
I4 2

4
5
2
1
3
6
ℓ2 ℓ1

[1122(`1   p1)] = p

2   p1
12
+O(); (B.2o)
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I4 2

4
5
2
1
3
6
ℓ2 ℓ1

[1122(`2   p5)] = p

4   p5
12
+O(); (B.2p)
I4 2

4
5
2
1
3
6
ℓ2 ℓ1

[1122(`1   p1)(`2   p5) ] = (p

1   p2 )(p5   p4)
36
+O(); (B.2q)
I4 2

4
5
2
1
3
6
ℓ2 ℓ1

[1122(`1   p1)2] =   s12
12
+O(); (B.2r)
I4 2

4
5
2
1
3
6
ℓ2 ℓ1

[1122(`2   p5)2] =   s45
12
+O(): (B.2s)
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